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A Sermon by Robert W. Prim 

4th Sunday after Pentecost; June 21st, 2015 

Mark 4:35-41 

“God Steadfast in Storms” 

~~~~~~~~ 

Today I want to do something all of you get to do every Sunday; 

today, I want to critique a sermon.  The hard part about this is 

that the sermon I want to critique is one of my own, and it is the 

first sermon I ever preached on the text before us today.  The 

sermon you are about to hear –  in spurts and splashes – was 

first preached back in the summer of 1985 –  30 years ago!  I 

was spending the summer of 1985 as a chaplain-intern at 

Carraway Methodist Medical Center in Birmingham, Alabama.  

It was a very difficult summer for me for many reasons, and I’ll 

get to some of those difficulties as we make our way through the 

sermon under review. 

 

At Carraway Hospital I was involved in what is known as 

“Clinical Pastoral Education.”  Participants in C.P.E. (as it is 

commonly called) spend time in the hospital visiting on the 

floor and being the chaplain on call in the Emergency Room.  

Day by day you are involved in the illnesses of those you visit 

and with the human traumas that arrive in the hospital, and as a 

C.P.E. resident you do case studies with peers and supervisors to 

help you understand yourself and your ministry in a deeper way.  

Carraway was a level one trauma center; so, the emergency 

room visiting was often very intense.  If you were on call you 

spent the night in the hospital and responded to calls as they 

came from the emergency room or from other parts of the 
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hospital.  Those were not very restful evenings and nights.  

You grabbed sleep as you could.  I’ve never had problems 

sleeping, but on call in the hospital was fitful.   

 

I do remember being awakened at 1:00 a.m. or so one night by a 

nurse calling to ask me to visit a woman on her floor who had 

asked for a chaplain. “O. K., I’ll be right there,” I told the nurse. 

After I dressed and threw some water on my face I made my 

way to the woman’s room.  She was sitting up in bed with her 

Bible and some kind of pad.  I thought maybe she was working 

on her funeral plans.  I don’t remember exactly what she asked 

me, but it went something like this: “Pastor, do you know an 

eleven letter word that is the name of the people who lived 

along the Mediterranean Sea in the southern part of Palestine 

during the time of King Saul?”  She was working a Bible 

Crossword Puzzle, and she needed my help ... at one a.m.! 

 

At any rate, in this C.P.E. program I was required (I would not 

have done it otherwise) to preach in the hospital chapel two 

times, and each time the sermon was discussed by the pastoral 

staff and my peers in the program.  My first sermon in the 

hospital chapel was based on this reading from Mark.  

~~~~~~~~ 

This is how the sermon began.  I know this to be accurate 

because I had to write it all out and make a copy and turn it in to 

my supervisors. Here’s what I wrote and what I said in the 

chapel of the hospital during the summer of 1985: 

 Right now we live in a storm.  Life here at Carraway, 

while there are moments of relative peace, is filled with 

wind-blown emotions and hard-pouring pain.  Each minute 
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here brings –  for someone –  questions of endurance; the 

walls of personal strength are continually challenged to keep 

out the pounding infirmities and the gusting doubts.  Yes, we 

live in a storm.  We live in a place where the powers and the 

weaknesses of our finitude crash against one another as 

lightening striking the shore.  We live in a storm and our faith 

is in question. 

 Jesus and his disciples were in a boat crossing the Sea of 

Galilee when a storm suddenly arises.  We can imagine the 

disciples, many of whom were quite skilled on the sea, taking all 

the necessary steps to guide the boat through the bad weather.  

The storm, however, was powerful and instilled panic in the 

hearts of the disciples. They were convinced they were going to 

die.  So, they turned to the person who was responsible for 

them being in their predicament; they turn to Jesus who had 

asked them to go to the other side of the lake even though the 

day was turning into darkness. They turn to Jesus, and they 

found him asleep.  They awaken Jesus from his insensitive 

slumber and confronted him with the question –  “Do you not 

care if we perish?” 

 Jesus did not answer their question, but he muzzled the 

wind and calmed the sea.  Then Jesus asked the disciples a 

question of his own, a question that created another storm, a 

storm within the hearts of the disciples; Jesus asked, “Why are 

you afraid?  Have you no faith?” 

In that sermon in the chapel at Carraway hospital, in that 

lifeboat of a place, I went on to say –  

 Jesus’ question hits home with many of us here today.  

Like the disciples we find ourselves in situations that bring our 

very existence into question.  Many of us are frightened, and we 
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turn to Jesus for help.  Sometimes we panic and we want to 

make certain that Jesus understands just how miserable and in 

danger we are.  And sometimes, like the disciples, we find Jesus 

asleep and seemingly indifferent to our crisis.   

~~~~~~~~ 

I did not say this during the sermon or even in the sessions with 

my peers and supervisors, but during that summer I was in a 

state of dis-ease about my life.  I was 26 years old and had just 

broken off an engagement to be married and was in serious 

doubts about whether or not I wanted to be a pastor.  No one 

from my family had been a minister, and my parents, while they 

were quietly supportive of me no matter what, were hoping that 

I would steer my career ship in another direction.  They were 

deeply enough involved in our local church to know the 

difficulties of ordained ministry, and they were not at all sure 

they wanted their oldest son at the captain’s wheel of the nave.   

 

I was confused and lonely during that summer of 1985.  It did 

not help that I was staying, alone, in a large home on the 

campus of Birmingham Southern College house-sitting for two 

vacationing professors.  I was miserable, but I did not want to 

claim it or talk about it; rather, I went about my work and tried 

to embody the faith, even if I did not have much of it myself. 

~~~~~~~~ 

My sermon went on to say that Jesus tended to the physical 

needs of the disciples by calming the storm.  Sometimes, I said 

to the small congregation hoovering together in the belly of the 

Carraway ship, life threatening storms are calmed here at 

Carraway and we might do well to open our eyes to see that 

God can still speak to us through the physical world.  But, 
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lingering behind all that we see or don’t see God doing in the 

world is the question of faith –  do we have enough faith in God 

to find meaning and joy in our life no matter what the outcome 

of individual storms, no matter what the outcome of our stay at 

Carraway Methodist Medical Center. 

 

The conclusion of the sermon was a story –  a true story –  that 

a nurse in the emergency room had told me during one of my 

late night stays there.  A coal miner was called to the hospital 

because his wife and daughter had been hit head-on by a drunk 

driver.  The child was killed and the wife was paralyzed.  

When the man arrived at the hospital he could do nothing but 

rock in his chair wiping tears from his eyes.  After a while 

when he was able to talk and he asked lots of questions and one 

of those was about the driver of the other car.  He asked if he 

was alright. He was bruised but o.k. The police talked about the 

charges against the man, but the coal miner wanted nothing to 

do with it.  He said the man would be punished enough by what 

he did.  The nurse told me the coal miner continues to send 

cards to the staff thanking them for what they did for his wife 

and reporting on her progress.   

 

The last few lines of the sermon were –  

If we can respond to life with faith in God, then the storms, no 

matter how severe, can be weathered.  We may hurt, we may 

wonder why, but we will know that God can be trusted and that 

our existence has meaning.  We can affirm with the psalmist –  

“God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.  

Therefore, we will not fear though the earth should change, 

though the mountains shake in the heart of the sea; though its 
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waters roar and foam, though the mountains tremble with its 

tumult” (Psalm 46). 

~~~~~~~~ 

My peers thought it was a wonderful sermon.  They were 

effusive in their praise.  I needed it and was grateful.  My 

supervisors, however, did not like it.  (Or, at least, they 

pretended to not like it because I think they saw their roles as 

C.P.E. supervisors  as destroyers of the emotional protection all 

the participants brought to the program; I think my supervisors 

did not consider their work complete if they did not get each and 

every participant to cry.  I was a tough nut to crack, but they 

were ready to apply the breakers.)  One of the supervisors said 

he was angry about what I said.  He said that I was insensitive 

to the many people who cannot be like the coal miner and have 

only anger toward drunk drivers and others who destroy families 

by their misbehavior.  And then he said, practically shouting: 

“Are you in this sermon?  Where is your faith?”   

 

I didn’t cry!  I must say, however, I did not like the criticisms 

leveled at me.  They did not seem genuine or loving to me.   

Today, however, with some distance from my own storms of 

that day,  I believe my supervisor had some good points.  Even 

today I think the sermon is strong in imagery and somewhat 

poetic.  All of us do experience life as a storm sometimes and 

we do question God and the goodness of God in those times.  

Today I might have said in that situation and will say here –  

pain and suffering and evil are mysteries. With nine dead in the 

nave of Immanuel AME Church in Charleston, SC, I will say – 

pain and suffering and evil are mysteries.  
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Why do some survive and others drown in the flood waters?   

I don’t know.   

Why do some escape the shower of bullets and other are struck? 

I don’t know. 

Why are some serene in the face of death  

while others refuse to go gently into the darkness?   

I don’t know.   

Why does the cancer go into remission for one  

and not for another?   

I don’t know.   

But here’s what I hold on to in the midst of it all –   

God, the loving force behind and within the universe –   

does not let any one of us go no matter how bad the storm!   

We are beloved, and maybe never more so  

than when our lives are being tossed about  

by the violence of a chaotic world. 

 

When the disciples’ asked Jesus –  

Do you not care that we are perishing? –  

the answer that comes clear from Jesus’  

life, death, and resurrection is –  YES!   

God cares and will always care.   

God loves us all and will ultimately calm every storm!   

We can trust in the One who made the seas. 

God will not forsake us. 

God will not forsake us even if ... 

we have no faith, are broken,  

even if we are angry,  

even if we cannot see the peaceful shore  

through the salty water of our tears –  
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God will not forsake us!  

 

The sermon could have been stronger on that point.  The 

sermon could have been more clear on the truth that God is 

faithful.  Our faith might ebb and flow, but God is faithful still 

and will never, no never forsake us.   

Thanks be to God. Amen. 


